WELCOME TO ANOTHER EXCITING TERM AT CLONCURRY!

This term is, like all the others, packed with goodness!!

Within English we will first learn about procedures. We learn the importance of giving clear instructions and write a procedure on how to make an aeroplane, which a buddy will then follow.

We are exploring life cycles within Science where we will study during SOSE we will be identifying symbols which are used with different cultures. Symbols are all around us and hold a special meaning for the culture who has created it. We will construct our own symbol story by making our own symbols.

Finally in Maths, we will be learning about:

- **Time:** Naming and ordering the months and the seasons, constructing, reading, and interpreting a classroom
- **Addition and subtraction:** Representing addition and subtraction number sentences.
- **Using units of measurement:** Comparing shapes and objects using length, area, capacity and volume, investigating mass with
- **Number patterns:** Identifying and describing familiar number patterns, recognising patterns in counting sequences, describing patterns created by skip counting, identifying missing numbers or errors in number sequences
- **Fractions:** Representing halves, quarters and eighths of a collection
- **Data and chance:** Collecting data from everyday events and simple chance experiments, creating simple data displays including lists, tables and picture graphs.
- **Multiplication and division:** Representing multiplication as repeated addition, describing and representing division as equal shares and solving multiplication and division problems.
- **Location:** Interpreting simple maps of familiar locations, drawing mud maps of personal significance

**Special Note:** As you would have noticed, the students have been receiving lots of awards for all their reading progress! I’m very excited about the reading development which I have seen and I wanted to say a special congratulations to all the students for their hard work!

Regards Ms Oates